U.S. Army Medical Materiel Agency

Medical Logistics Management Internship Program (MLMIP)
Information Briefing
Medical Logistics Management Internship Program

Providing Experience and Knowledge in:

- Defense Acquisition (Level 1 Certification)
- Supply Chain Management
- Contracting Fundamentals
- Defense Transportation
- Defense Distribution Management
- Leader Development
- Commercial Healthcare Business Practices
- Leading Edge Technology
- Organizational Innovation

❖ Staffed by:

- Program Director (USAMMA, Deputy Commander for Operations)
- Program Specialist
- Office Automation Clerk
- USAMMA and Other Subject Matter Expert Briefers

6 - Month Program Designed to Develop Medical Logisticians (Officers/Warrant Officers/Noncommissioned Officers/DA civilians) for Operational and Strategic Level Assignments
MLMIP PROGRAM GOALS

Guest Speakers
Modern Business Practices
DoD / DA Systems & Processes
Advanced Technology

Materiel Acquisition
Medical Logistics Support
DoD & Civilian Healthcare Logistics

Writing Requirement
Self-Paced Learning
Selected Readings
Hands-on training
WHO ATTENDS

MEDLOG Officers (Army, USAF, or USN)
- Active / Reserve Component (CPT or MAJ)
- 2 Years Medical Logistics Experience
- Completed the Medical Logistics MGT Course (8B-70K67) or Service Equivalent
- Completed Captains Career Course
- 5 to 10 Years Commissioned SVC
- Lab and Pharmacy Officers May Attend (Does Not Require MEDLOG Experience or 8B-70K67 Training; Other Requirements Above Apply)

Medical Maintenance Warrant Officers (CW2 or CW3)
- Associate’s Degree
- Completed the Medical Logistics MGT Course (8B-70K67)
- Completed WO Advanced Course
- 2 Years Retention
WHO ATTENDS

- Non-Commissioned Officers (Active/Reserve Component)
  - Medical Logistics Specialty (MOS 68J30/40 or 68A30/40)
  - Graduate of Service Advanced Training Course (Waiverable)
  - 3 Years Preferred Medical Logistics Experience
  - 6 Semester Hours of English
  - Letter of Recommendation by Logistics MSC Officer/WO/SGM
  - 2 Years Retention
  - PCS Eligible
  - Possess a Secret Clearance
WHO ATTENDS

DoD Civilians

- Medical Logistics Specialty
- Recommended by Parent Organization
- Cost of Living & TDY Funded by Parent Organization
- 6 Semester Hours of English
WHERE WE VISIT

**Defense Organizations**

- US European Command & US Army Europe
- Defense Logistics Agency / Defense Supply Center Philadelphia
- Navy & Air Force Health Care Facilities
- Office of The Surgeon General & US Army Medical Command
- Sierra Army Depot
- US Army Medical Research & Materiel Command
WHERE WE VISIT

- Civilian Institutions
  - Various Civilian Hospitals
  - Commercial Manufacturers
  - Commercial Prime Vendors
  - Ohio State University
  - Logistics Management Institute
  - Emergency Care Research Institute
  - Federal Express
  - Civil War Museum and Battlefields
APPLICATION PROCESS

- Officers/WOs – Refer to instructions in MILPER message for MSC LTHET programs (generally released in 2QFY). Submit DA Form 3838 to USAHRC (AHRC-OPH/HSD Leader Development, RM 9N58), 200 Stovall ST, Alexandria, VA 22332-0417

- NCOs – Refer to instructions in USAMMA message for USAMMA MLMIP (generally released in 1QFY). Submit DA Form 4187 to USAMMA (Internship Program), 693 Neiman ST, Fort Detrick, MD 21702-5001

- Civilians – Refer to instructions in USAMMA MLMIP brochure. Submit SF 182 to USAMMA (Internship Program), 693 Neiman ST, Fort Detrick, MD 21702-5001
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

FOR MORE INFO...

Email: USAMMACRM@amedd.army.mil
Web Site: http://www.usamma.army.mil